Darryl Brooks Photography – Mount options
Box Frames
Your photograph print mounted in a deep wooden frame, in a selection of natural
colours

Black

Dark Brown

White

Light Brown

Canvas
Photograph printed on canvas and wrapped on a 0.75" or 1.5" deep timber frame

Acrylics Desktop Blocks
Transparent acrylic blocks, with the image in the centre for free-standing use

Acrylics Style Range
A stunning range, produced using a premium quality 5mm frosted acrylic and hand
finished, they are the ultimate way to present photographs. Your images sit behind
15mm crystal clear laser cut blocks, that add a third dimension to any photograph and
give the most enviable look.

Acrylic Slot Range
Crystal clear acrylic slots on a 3mm premium quality acrylic backboard, providing a
versalite mount which can be updated with newer photographs in the future. Available
in a number of backboard colours (gloss black shown).

Acrylics - Bonded
Images are printed onto 320gsm high quality photo paper then pressure bonded onto
the back of a high gloss acrylic panel.
They are supplied with 25mm deep brushed aluminum standoff fixings.

Acrylics - Sandwich
Wall Mounted Acrylic Sandwiches offer a smart, contemporary, acrylic framing solution
which is more affordable than the bonded version. Your photograph is placed into the
frame, between a sheet of 5mm clear acrylic and a sheet of 5mm acrylic (either, black ,
white or frosted). The frame is then mounted to the wall using attractive brushed chrome
spacers.

Aluminium Bonded Panel
your photo is printed directly on to brushed aluminium producing a totally unique and
never-before-seen art piece for your home or office. The printed metal sheet is mitre
grooved and fabricated to create the finished product, which is secured neatly to the
wall with concealed keyhole
fixings. It looks like a solid
chunk of metal suspended on
your wall.
Finishes are available in Gloss
White or Brushed Aluminium.
Gloss White is perfect for any
image while Brushed

Aluminium is great for those wanting an
experimental edge to their photography. Images are printed directly to the dazzling
metallic surface for the ultimate unique finish.

